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PURPLE LOSES LAST

THE OLD FIGHT BEATS
RESERVE OUTFIT ON

GAME OF SEASON TO

LOCAL GRIDION

Hovorka Blocks Punt and
Mulvey Sneaks Over
For Only Score
Kenyon Holds Reserve For
Four Downs on One
Yard Line

BALDWIN-WALLAC-

f
X

I

"

f

"

Rybak, Somerville and Vo
taw Display Usual
Brilliancy

y

defeated Western Reserve
at Gambier on November tenth by a
six to nothing score in a game that

v.

thrilled the largest crowd of years and
depicted that unconquerable Kenyon

Reserve, smarting under recent conference defeats, was on
hand to win from the Old Purple
eleven. Kenyon, without a conference
victory to her credit, was equally deThe
termined to emerge victorious.,
fall
party
crowds of homecomers,
guests, students, and other football enthusiasts were given the gridiron treat
of the season. It was one hundred per
cent a Kenyon Day.
Kenyon produced no outstanding
stars, every man who reported to the
score indicates.

referee played his best. Spectacular
plays were made by practically every
member of the team ; it was a smooth
running machine that conquered the
upstate aggregation and far from be- -

(Continued on Page 8)

ORGANIZES BASKETBALL
CANDIDATES FOB TEAM
Kenyon

Has

Hardest

Conference

Schedule

m

"V

:

,

In a field of mud Kenyon

vember

-

1

7, to the tune of 9 to 0. Both

teams found it difficult to advance the
plays in the second period
of
of the game that a touchdown was
realized.
The upstaters failed to kick
goal and the score at the end of the
first half was 6 to 0.
The third quarter opened with Kenyon dangerously threatening the opThis aggressiveponents goal line.
ness put to a halt the ball remained in
center of the field until almost the end
of the game, neither team showing any
off-tack-

Coach Wiper

Assistant Coach Love

Athletic Director H. A. Wiper, former Ohio State grid star, and his able
athlete of prominence, deserve much
credit for the victory over Reserve last Saturday. The two Kenyon coaches
have worked hard to build up a formidable machine this season and the result of the last game is attributed to their earnest and determined efforts to
'urn out a winning aggregation, combined with wholehearted support of the
li; e assistant, Coach Love, former Kenyon

student body.
Director Wiper is indeed a capable coach and his ability in this respect is
just beginning to produce results. He has drilled the squad consistently all
season and each game played has been an improvement on the preceding one.
The men in uniform have confidence in him and, in consequence, his team
is slated for a prosperous future.
Wendell C. Love, '15, basketball coach and Mr. Wiper's assistant in the
football department, is in a great way responsible for the continued improvement of the Purple forward line. As line coach he has been able to organize a
wall of defense that equals that established under Coach Smith several years
?go.

le

particular advantage.
However,

in the latter part of the
period the Baldwin-Wallac- e
eleven advanced the ball to Kenyon's
twenty yard line and on the fourth
down a field goal was chalked up to
their credit.
Rybak and Votaw, the two wing-mestarred for Kenyon while Smith
and Johnson did the best work for the
Berea representatives.

fourth

n,

BR. E. H. JOHNSON
AUTHOR OF PHYSICS

Now In Use At Kenyon

OHIO STATE PASTOR
ADDRESSES MEN

EN

COLLEGE CHAPEL
On Monday morning, November

12,

Kenyon men had the pleasure of listenDr. E. H. Johnson, head of the
Physics department, published early
this fall his Laboratory Physics Manual, and it is now being used by those
and 2.
students enrolled in Physics
This compilation is the result of approximately seven years work. Heretofore, only mimmeographed
forms
have been available in the laboratory,
and students in this course sometimes
experienced difficulty in obtaining them
as there were only a limited number.
The book contains a complete set of
experiments as well as a definite explanation of each. The twenty-tw- o
page introduction and the two large
appendices, consisting of recipes and
necessary tables, serve as a brief outline of the work covered.
The illustrations are exceptional as the publishers, Harcourt Brace and Company, assert in the advertisement of the new
book.

FIRE U PHILO HALL
CAUSED BY CARELESS
CIGARETTE SMOKER

ing to the Rev. C. F. Randolph, pastor of Ohio State University and a Preventative Measures To Be Taken
student under the National Student
t.
Council in the Province of the
Little damage was reported in the
Mid-Wes-

1

Prospects for a good basketball team
this season look better than they have
for many years. Apparently the team
will again be a small one, but exceptionally fast. The competition for regular berths is keen and Coach Love reports that the strenuous aftenoon practices is gradually building up a combination that will make a favorable
showing in the Ohio conference.
Kenyon has without a doubt the
hardest schedule in the Conference and,
though it is difficult to make predictions
at this early date, the student body and
alumni can rest assured that the local
basket shooters will put up a good

(Continued on Page 6)

gridders

met defeat at the hands of the shifty
Baldwin-Wallac- e
outfit at Berea, No-

pig skin and it was only by a series

LABORATORY MANUAL
COACH LOVE OFFICIALLY

Battle

"

Kenyon

fight and spirit at its highest pitch.
The game was a struggle from
whistle to whistle, as the six to nothing

Muddy Field Cramps Style of
Both Teams In Ragged

'

"

E

fire on the

In this short address the Student
Movement in America and England
was clearly analyzed. He told of the
social questions facing Great Britain
at the present time, and predicted that
the same problems would soon face the
United States.
In conclusion, Mr. Randolph spoke
of the Student Volunteer Conference,
which will be held at Indianapolis
sometime during the holidays.
This
meeting of the representative workers
from all the colleges and universities
in the United States and Canada will
be one of great importance to the
cause and a large attendance is expected, the Ohio State Chaplain

landing just outside of Philo

Hall on Saturday mornjng,

at 10:50 o'clock.
tossed cigarette was
10,

November

A carelessly
the

probable

cause of the conflagration which was
extinguished by three chemical tanks
piloted by several freshmen who were
in class at the time.
The after effects of the small blaze
will be more serious than the fire itself,
as the faculty is expected to take action against such an event occuring

again.
Among the Alumni present at the
annual Fall Hop, together with their
wives, were H. A. Dunn, '12, W. H.
Kind, '15, and W. Jackson, '03.
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The Bakery

One of the biggest events in the
Centennial program will be the historical Daeeant depicting one hundred
Mr. Joseph
years of Kenyon history.
the
directing
Lindon Smith, who is
February
in
Hill
spectacle, will visit the

Agency For

Whitman's and
Liggetts

prelimnary arrangements and
return later to make Gambier his

to make
will

Chocolates
Use cur free delivery.
We mail.

Phone 263

The Peoples Bank
Gambier, Ohio

home until the exercises are over. The
characters in the pageant will be por
trayed by Kenyon men.

is to extend every
consistent with
GOOD BANKING, and to give
all our customers such LIB
ERAL TREATMENT that they
will continue to do business
with us.
OUR AIM

courtesy

Interest paid on Time
Deposits

BENEDICTS
GENERAL STORE

Across From Bank
Gambier, Ohio.

G. R. SMITH & CO.

For Electric Fixtures
Supplies

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Good Eats
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The Students Headquarters

CAPTAIN VOTAW

of enCaptain Frank Votaw, '24, for three
guests consecutive seasons one of Kenyon s
this
piloted
linemen,
in the impregnable
Bishop year's eleven on the gridiron.
Frank
was one of the hardest fighters, most
Thomas F. Gailor of New York.
reliable and consistent players on the
Probably few Kenyon men know team, and, was responsible, in no small
that the college park bears a name. degree, for the continued improvement
AlIt was christened Marriott Park in hon- of Mr. Wiper's aggregation.
or of the Reverend J. C. Marriott. This though handicapped by injuries for
event will be commemorated during the past two years he maintained his
commencement exercises by the dedica- usual aggressiveness, and, as captain,
tion of the park gate. A bronze tablet put forth every effort to make his

Kenyon will have the honor
tertaining two very distinguished
'during the centennial exercises
persons of Lord Kenyon and

be placed on each post, one
team a winning one.
honor of Mr. Marriott and the other
Holding down one of the wing posiin honor of President Douglass, who tions to perfection, he established an
built the middle path in 1840.
enviable record. No man on any Kenyon team in the past ever was more
It is of interest to note that Dr. conscientious
than Captain Votaw.
Smythe's Centennial history has been Starring in most of the games and alplaced in the hands of the Yale Uni- ways outfighting, outwitting and usualversity Press for printing. The book ly successful in outplaying his opponis attractively bound in purple, bean ent, Frank is a noble example of the
the Kenyon coat of arms, and the title old Kenyon fight and spirit.
"Kenyon College: Its First Century."
The book will be put on sale some When You
Say It With Flowtime in April.

Cigarettes,
Tobaccos,
Confectionery
EVANS

&

JACOBS

Walk-Ove- r

Shoes

in

will

And
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ers, Say It With "OURS"
The director of the Kenyon Centennial Pageant, Mr. J. L. Smith, requests that the Epilogue be written by
an alumnus.
It is hoped that this appeal will meet
with hearty response. There are alumni who have done good things in verse;
and there are others equally capable
with this opportunity.
Manuscripts
should be limited to fifty lines. Blank
verse might do, but it is beset with
snares; the heroic couplet lends itself
more easily to the requirements of
spoken lines where more obvious form
and occasional emphasis are desirable.
Manuscripts should be submitted not
later than April 15 the earlier the better. A synospis of the Pageant as
planned may be had at President

Peirce's

office.

For Men and Women
Laundry Bags and
Repair Work.
L. H. JACOBS

Gambier, Ohio.

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
KODAK

SUPPLIES

Have your films developed here.
South Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
THE WILLIAMS

FLOWER

SHOP

S. R. D00LITTLE
GENERAL

MERCHANDISE

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

For
Photographs
and Framing

W. P. Reeves,
Chairman Pageant Committee

Students Supplies, Felber's
Cakes and Crackers,
Star Brand Choco
lates, Kenyon

Views.

CHASE AVE., GAMBIER, OHIO

Wagoners Studio

W. B. Brown "Bob"

Jeweler

Casteel

THE BARBER

102 South Main Street
Mt.Vernon, Ohio

POOL ROOM IN REAR

Cor Vine

Main Sfs.
Mt.Verncn, Ohio
Phone 1143

Eat At

&

VERNON'S

RESTAURANT

WYTHE AND TUTTLE
SMART HAT SHOP

For those who
appreciate good

109 S. MAIN STREET

Home Cooked Food
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Dailey; Salvin; Lawrence; Tabor; Votaw, Capt.; McCarthy; Blocher; Dickson; Rybak.
Love, Assistant Coach; Corns; Collins; Whipp .; Dickinson; Mulvey; Harris; Somerville;
Wiper, Coach.
Third Row Simons; Lyman; Jacobsen, Mgr.; Diller.
First Row

Second Row

There are two ways of judging the
success of a football team: by the percentage column and by the improvement shown from game to game. It is
evident to one having only a slight
knowledge of mathematics that the loss
of six games out of seven will land any
team close to the foot of the ladder.
The season of 1923 has been anything
but a success if one stubbornly refuses
to consider anything but the Conference standings.
But to view the season in another
light, to think not of games won and
lost, but of the fight against overwhelming odds which the purple warriors put up, a thrill of pride must
course through the veins of every true
Kenyon man.
The college does not
boast of a large enrollment and consequently the athletic representation is
small. The fact that the season began
and ended with a squad of twenty-fiv- e
men on the field is ample proof of the
perseverence displayed by the players.
Kenyon has been handicapped all
season by her inability to halt a forward pass attack. This was due not
to the lack of a forward pass defence,
but to the lack of speed in the back-fielConsequently, Muskingum, Mount
d.

American
Beauty Shoppe
Latest Style Shoeshine for

Union and Wittenberg forward passed
When
to death.
the Episcopalians
they found the purple wall adamant,
the opponents resorted to the air route,
which usually resulted in a long run
and a touchdown.
Early season games are the bane of
a football team, for some supposedly
weak outfit usually crashes through
with a victory at the same time injurSuch proved
ing one or more stars.
to be the case with Hiram, Kenyon's
Defeated by a team
first opponent.
which could show nothing sensational
in the way of offence or defence, the
Kenyon line showed an entire lack of
ability to block; while the backfield
could not defend against the forward
Once and once only did the
pass.
Gambier eleven show any semblance
of an attack. With five minutes to
play they advanced the ball by successive downs to the ten yard stripe only
The tackto have a pass intercepted.
ling in the game was poor.
The result of the Muskingum game,
35-showed thai the faults of a week
ago had not been corrected. Although
the line held well, forward passes
proved fatal. The punch necessary to
put the ball over was also absent.
Thrice Kenyon had the ball on the enemies five yard line, and as many times
they failed to produce a marker.
The Mount Union game marked the
first stage in the team's improvement.
Each individual was fighting harder
0,

than ever and in addition an attack
was displayed which resulted in a
The tackling and blocktouchdown.
Shampooing.
Hair Dressing.
ing were much better but there was
Manicuring and Perfumes.
still the lamentable weakness against
And Hfft Oil Treatments
All the enemy touchdowns
passes.
Facial Massage.
were the result of long heaves.
An alumnus present at the WittenHats Cleaned and Blocked
berg contest said "the team has imThe
proved one hundred percent."
CANDIES Of All Kinds.
big Lutheran team furnished the stif-feopposition of the season and Ken13 South Main St.
Mt. Vernon, O.
in holding them to a 28-- 7 score,
yon,
Phone
Ladies

and

Gentlemen.

had

to

battle all the time.

Outplayed the men who gave all they had for the
honor of the purple banner. As usual

at times but never outfought, the purple team showed a forward pass attack that kept the spectators on their
feet at all times. It resulted in one
touchdown and would have been worth
more if the running attack had succeeded.

Prospects looked rosy for a win over
Athens but, as sometimes happens, unfortunate circumstances combined to
Time after time
wreck all hopes.
Kenyon lost the ball when a score
seemed eminent, while during the first
half Ohio University twice scored via
the forward pass. In spite of the' 14-- 0
score, the Kenyon forward well out
played their opponents, the backfield
made good gains, and the tackling was
hard and good.
The story of the Reserve and Baldwin-games is told elsewhere.
The Reserve contest was the climax of
a season of developement in which the
preceding games had been steping-stone- s
which pushed the pigskin over
the goal, and the subborn defence to
hold the advantage gained. Twice Reserve threatened to score and twice
All the old dewere they repulsed.
fects were gone; here was a polished
machine which knew what to do and
did it.
It is not fitting to close a chronicle
of the season without some mention of
Wallace

Edwards; Jones;

there were those who because of their
greater ability stood out above the
others and were called upon to play
the game. These men were: Votaw,

captain, Rybak, Harris, Dickson, SomTabor,
erville, Hovorka, McCarthy,
Salvin, Jones, Daily, Edwards, Mulvey,
Dickenson, Whipple, Madden and
Votaw,
Rybak, Harris and
all seahandicapped
Somerville were
been
had
these
If
men
injuries.
son by
in better shape there might have been
Mc-Clai- n.

story to tell. The substitutes, no less fighters than the first
team, deserves worlds of credit for
their perseverence in coming out day
after day to be trampled on by the varsity. They are the unsung heroes of
a different

the gridiron. Their names are: Blocker, Uhler, Hitchcock, Lawrence, Corns,
With only four
Diller, and Lyman.
men from the squad leaving school
and with Coach Wiper's system established, a successful season is anticipated in 1924.
Unfortunately the group picture
above does not include "Bob" Hovorka
Both of these men deor Hitchcock.
much
consideration in their reserve
spective positions on the first and second teams and it is a source of genuine
regret to the management of this paper
that they are omitted.

ENGLISH HAKB MADE DAPS

Tailored with the same degree of skill tnat
marks our merchants ss different from
the ordinary. These are prised so as to
assure ycu of your money's worth at
$3.50

st

511-Re- d

Better Clothes Since '78

THE
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COLLEGE vs. UNIVERSITY
out this eminent danger to two of
finest traditions.
is on foot among upper
A
movement
"A few young men, well educated,
Founded In
classmen to have suitable preventative are worth a host, superficially taught."
action taken in Assembly and it is the These words uttered by Bishop
during the
Published
of Kenyon to
bring out the ideals of the small
collegiate year by the students of Ken-yo- n duty of every true son
College.
individually sanction whatever proposOne man well taught, one
college.
tend to eliminate this man who understands his learning, is
that
arise
als
College
Press
of the Ohio
(Member
Association)
danger.
worth more than three who have but
a smattering of the work they have
needs
to
and
written
24
been
has
Much
done. A man passing through a small
WARREN J. RUSK,
Junior EditorsCORNELIUS, 24
be written about Kenyon traditions. college which offers a course in the
W A.
studies, is better edJ. H. BOYD,
There was a doubt as to the Old Ken- most fundamental
T. C. D1LLER, '24
graduates from
who
one
than
ucated
Associate Editors
yon Fight. We were accused of treadE. D. BAILEY, '24
offered a wide
is
which
in
university
'21
a
H. D. ALLEN.
'24
ing the downward path. That was all
D. B. ARXDT,
studies.
of
'24
course
RALSTON,
G. K.
L. S. RUSSELL, '24
proved false. Anyone who witnessed
The small classes enable frequent
R. B. HARRIS, '25
S. E. HYBAK, '25
registered before the
enthusiasm
the
'25
SUTHERLAND,
H.
P
recitations on the part of each student,
F A. WADE, '26'25
Reserve game can readily testify that and a personal intimacy with the prow. j. rainie,
m. braddock, '26
d. p.
e
lawrence, '26
Kenyon men are still possessed of the fessor, which is almost an impossibility
Ken-yon-

's

Mcll-vain-

SEMI-MONTHL-

Y

e,

college in this respect may be likened
to a small town, and the university to
ty. In a town of five hundred in
habitants there is a personal contact
Each
which is not found in a cityeach
knows
community
person in that
well,
but
other
each
other, and knows
-

any city how many persons, that is
average persons, can claim five hundred people as their personal friends?
The acquaintances formed in a small
college, actuated by everyday contact,
ripen into deep friendships and the
whole college is bound together by a
The
common bond of brotherhood.
fact that the number of students is
limited, and the knowledge that the
material at hand is also limited, makes
the men in a small college realize that
each one should do his share in helpseymour.
'26
ing along the college, and each one
f. h. McCarthy, '26
k. EVANS, '26
une
f.
oi uic au- in a large universityFight.
Old
pushes against the wheel
G.
voluntarily
R.
W. G. UHLER, '26
- vantages which this personal contact
spreadevil
be
with no other goal
new
a
to
strength
his
seems
all
J. W. McCLAIN, '26
with
There
affords is the aid to the student who
Reporters
of the college
is
evil
the
success
This
view
than
in
Hill.
ng on our beloved
JACK FURNISS, '26
is difficient in any subject. In a uni
G. T. TRUMBULL, '26
puts forth all
student
Each
loves.
he
Let us look back on prevthievery.
DAN SANBORN, '26
versity, it a man tor some reason is
J. M. HARTER, '27
alma
his
mater the
make
ability
to
his
E. McQUOWN, '27
ious years. Kenyon men have always delinquent in some study, he either
..
C. M. VAN EPFS, '27
.1or
sports,
in any
studies,
In
leader.
'27
M. WILSON.
Kenyon fails or just passes.
been noted for their honor.
If he passes, it
C. D. MARSH. '27
other activity, the college comes first,
C. J. STEWART. '27
has cradled and nursed to maturity the is with little or no knowledge of the
R. N. D. ARNDT, '27
That is college
This subject. Under his direct supervision then personal glory.
honor system in examinations.
Business Manager
spirit!
R. E. MESSINGER, Jr.. 'i
perfection, the example for others, has of the instructor, the student responds
The realization of the value of the
been attained in this our Alma Mater. to his aid, takes a new interest in his
For Subscriptions and Advertising Space
small college is the reason Oxford Uniaddress the Business Manager, Gambler, The honor system has spread into all work, and really masters the subject.
the greatest centers of
Ohio.
It has been fused How much better is this method of versity, one of
college activities.
world, is divided into
who attend education than the mere passing work learning in the
Subscription, One Dollar and a Half per into the spirit of all those
colleges.
small
Tear, in Advance. Single Coplei Fifteen Kenyon.
A supreme trust for his fel done by so many students in the large
Cents.
It is a significant fact that in ConWhen
each
by
man.
felt
is
low students
The numbers, which many
university.
today the majority of its members
Hanna Hall was built locks were omit- claim are an advantage to college life, gress
Entered in the Postofflce at Gambler,
who
are college graduates- graduated
Dishonesty was are really a disadvantage to the averted from the doors.
Ohio, as Second Class Matter
Another signifsmall colleges.
from
never given a thought. In Old Kenyon age student, because the numbers hindwhile
the last three
is
that
fact
icant
From the Press of
anyone may come and go as he wills. er the professors from giving any perThe Republican Publishing Co.,
States hailed
United
of
the
Presidents
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
The entrance to no room is barred.
sonal attention to the student, even if
the other
all
universities,
large
from
Observing this custom, Kenyon men those in charge were so inclined.
graduates,
college
who
were
Presidents
NOVEMBER 28, 1923
have never worried about the valuables
The average person can hardly apFor exMoney, watches, preciate the advantages the small col- came from small colleges.
that they possess.
from a
graduated
U.
S.
ample,
Grant
of
al
topic
always
The
been lege has in the freer and more conKenyon Spirit!
and other properties have
of exOhio,
college
small
in
out
now
all
of
eyes.
stant contact of the professor with the
most every "session" in college. Spirit layed out in the presence
from
Hayes
istence, Rutherford B.
the last two or three years little student.
One of the brightest sayings
is essentially based upon tradition and Until
from
Garfield
A.
Kenyon
and James
Such thefts, when of James A. Garfield was "that Mark
has been stolen.
there are two traditions that tend to
William
while
Academy,
Mentor
they have been committed, have been Hopkins sitting upon one end of a log,
One
differentiate the Kenyon Man.
claimed Wooster College. This
easily apprehended and the culprits and he on the other, would be college
list is an indicator of the men who
something that dealt with in a suitable manner.
is that indescribable
enough for him." His wide experience
makes the gentleman, and the other is
In the last few years we have ex- of life had taught him that professors graduate from small institutions.
The purpose of the small college is
a love of the College and the physical perienced a slow but ever growing epi- offering the detail of science and litfurnish the foundation of learning
to
elements that make the Kenyon Camp- demic of both petty and serious thefts. erature are not as necessary to the
by
the study of what is known as the
Our books that lay out under the trees student as close contact with the symus the most beautiful and distinctive in
the
which
"Humanities,"
includes
been
gently
the
wafted into
have
un pathetic mind. In a small college the
the West.
modern languages, higher
known, and not all can be blamed on personal contact with the professors classics,
If every undergraduate will but con- - Spark pug e;ther
0n several occas- - may be as intimate as one chooses to mathematics, and the sciences.
Education is like a pyramid, in that
sider wisely and openmindedly he will . ions various divisions on the Hill have make it, and is cultivated by the
pro
it must stand on a broad foundation.
realize that there is an abuse existant been sacked and money, watches, fessors as well as by the
students. In
among the students at present that is wearing apparel and the like have dis- the universities, it is common for the Leaving this broad foundation its sides
slope upwards to the apex. The stuundermining
both those traditions. appeared. Are we to tolerate this ab- professor to be more
interested in the
abuse
That
happens to be the habit solute violation of an honorable tradi- investigation and research work than dent should first be well grounded in
the sound learning such as is given by
of cigarette smoking in Ascension Hall tion? Must we permit a continuance in the actual
teaching of his subject.
The base must be
and the careless disposal of lighted of these outrages?
It is one thing to understand a subject the small college.
butts.
It is evident that something must be from actual knowledge, another to take broad and strong and the "Humanities," which are the fundamentals of
If every man will but remember done. Surely no Kenyon man would notes from
a learned man and then slip
learning must be well laid, then comes
that two fires have started in Ascension stoop to these crimes so unheard of in them in an obscure
corner of your
the apex, or finishing touch. This is
this year it is probable that this habit former days.
If there is a thief, or desk.
The small college affords an
will automatically disappear.
thieves, in Kenyon, let us hunt him or opportunity for the former, the univer- your specialty course.
The province of a university is to
A little consideration for that build- them down and mete out punishment sity for the
latter.
ing, a little thinking upon how much with no little severity. Let us all look
Another advantage of small num- prepare a man in special lines such as
law, medicine,
that architectural gem means to every about for any outside cause for these bers is that of obtaining
engineering, and so
real college
Kenyon man, and, above all, the real- thefts and if at all possible remedy life. How
forth. But, before entering upon these
many men who have atstudies, the student should have a
ization that such a habit is not char- them. We, as loyal Kenyon men, can- tended large
institutions have you
acteristic of the man whose instincts not allow such ruptures of Kenyon tra- heard
broad
and strong foundation in the dissay, "Of all the thousand stuare those of a gentleman, all these dition and such reflections on Kenyon dents in I
ciplinary
studies which the small colcan claim but a scant fifty
will go a long way towards stamping honor to continue.
lege can and does give more efficiently
as my personal friends." The small
than the larger one-

Editor-in-Chie-

in

f.
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THE
LITTLE BUSINESS
BY
TRANSACTED
NOVEMBER ASSEMBLY

an
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President Jacobson Talks On Spirit
The

second

regular assembly

was

held in Philo hall, Nov. 6, 1923, with
President Jacobson in the chair.
The amendment was passed regarding the awarding of gold footballs and
gold basketballs to men receiving

ters for three years
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ANTOINE LAURENT LAVOISIER
1743-179-

4

Born in Paris, son of a wealthy
tradesman. As a student won
a prize for an essay on lighting
the streets of Paris. Held various Government posts. A martyr of the Reign of Terror.
Founder of modern chemistry.

let-

in these two sports.

A discussion on the proposed Honor
Committee amendment followed. Mr.
Greaves explained the new amendment
which stated that in the future the
committee be composed of two members from each class so as to facilitate
rotation as each class graduates. The
motion made by Mr. Ailing that it be
rejected in its present form was seconded and passed. Mr. Sturges then
presented the revised Honor Commit-

They couldn't destroy
the work he did
"The Republic has no need

tee amendment.
The following men were elected to
fill vacancies on the Honor Commit
tee: I. B. Brown, Carey and Slaight.
Mr. W. H. Rusk reported on the
progress of the Reveille and urged that
the Junior class be given the hearty
support of the entire student body.
The motion by Mr. Rusk that each
man in the Freshman, Sophomore and
Senior classes be assessed five dollars,
three dollars and fifty cents to be paid
at once and the balance when the book
is put on sale and that the members
of the Junior Class be assessed five
dollars and fifty cents to be paid at
once, was seconded and carried.
President Jacobson, in behalf of
the Senior Council, announced that the
faculty had granted a holiday on November 0.
Mr. Russell urged that the men support the Senior Prom, and also reminded the assembly that it was to be
a dry dance. Mr. Russell also announced that there would be no College

This is the mark of the
General Electric Company, an organization
of 100,000 men and
women engaged in producing the tools by

which electricity

man's great servant
is making the world a
better place to live in.

1

for savants,"

sneered a tool of Robespierre as he sent
Lavoisier, founder of modern chemistry, to
the guillotine. A century later the French
Government collected all the scientific
studies of this great citizen of Paris and
published them, that the record of his researches might be preserved for all time.
Lavoisier showed the errors of the theory
of phlogiston that hypothetical, material
substance which was believed to be an element of all combustible compounds and to
produce fire when liberated. He proved
fire to be the union of other elements with
a gas which he named oxygen.
Lavoisier's work goes on. In the Research
Laboratories of the General Electric Company the determination of the effects of
atmospheric air on lamp filaments, on metals
and on delicate instruments is possible because of the discoveries of Lavoisier and
his contemporaries.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

tea dance.
Mr. Ellwood's

motion

to the effect

that lunch be served at the Commons
during the week inat twelve-twent- y
stead of twelve-fiftee- n
was seconded
and carried.
President Jacobson, Chairman of the
Commons Committee, stated that he
would look into the thirty-fiv- e
dollar
commons fee and report on it at the
next assembly. Some discussion followed after which the meeting was

--

adjourned.
"Hal" Hohley, '18 and Bob Sch
ex '24 weer on the Hill the
of the Homecoming Game.
Mr. Raymond Van Epps, Cleveland,
visited his brother in West Wing during the week end of the dance.
Jim Wade, '22, accompanied by
Miss Jerry Shepard, and Jim Fitch,
who escorted Miss Pflueger, attended
the Fall Hop.

IIIIIIIUIUIIIIIIIIIIIII

1

and
down to Gambier November 15 to Griswold Werner, Fostoria, attended
spend the day hunting with his son the Homecoming game with Reserve,
Dr. T. H. Terry, Cleveland,

SCHEDULE
BASKETBALL
Dec. 8 Ohio State.
Dec. 15 Denison.
Jan. 4 Cincinnati.
Jan. 5 Miami.
Heidleberg.
Jan.
Jan. 12 Ohio Northern.
Jan. 18 Baldwin-Wallac-

Marshal

Terry in West Wing.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kelly

November

1

0.
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1

Jan.
Feb. 8
Feb. 15
Feb. 16

reb.

Denison.
Case
Ohio Wesleyan.

IV- -

Feb. 22

Feb. 28
Feb. 29
Mar. 4
5

Miami
Mt. Union
St. Xavier

Baldwin-Wallac-

e

j

Eat At The

e.

Reserve.

19

Mar.

came

The Busy Bee Restaurant
Where you get what you like and you like what
.

you get.

Wittenberg.
Antioch.

At Home.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

Open Day and Night
Moffet & Galliher, Props.

15 West High St.

I

Mt. Vernon, O.

I

"Hank" Eberth, '89, was in
for the Reserve game.
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Edwin Worley

Park Worley

LIBRARY NOTES

WORLEYS
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New shewing a new line of overcoats in distinctive

the
Miss Louise Boswell, who was
resigned
has
year
last
library assistant
to Kenyon
n
and Mrs. Weida,
students, is assisting this year in the

models and patterns, $45 and more.
Imported Plaid
Imported Plaid
Mufflers
Wool Halfhcse
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
13 South Main St.

well-know-

library.

L

, A.J

1

MANAGER JACOBSEN
The periodicals received by the librspace
shelving
the
To Manager Harold Jacobson, '24,
ary have outgrown
titles
Additional
reading-rooin the
belongs much credit for the apparent
can be located in Norton Hall. For. the success of the Kenyon football team
reading-back files which are not in the
this fall. His efficiency in this capacity
ask at the desk.
rooms
has been evident throughout the entire
season and his record is an enviable
Views adjoining the Kenyon estate one.
in England and old views of Gambler
Backed up by two years experience
are on exhibition in the case in the as an assistant manager, he was well
this month.
library reading-room- s
prepared to handle the job assigned to
him late last year. His financial acStudents who wish to use books counts to the Executive Committee
from the stacks in the library on Sun- have been gratifying and the careful
day, should bring them to the desk manner in which he took care of the
during the week and ask to have them squad while on trips should be menonly are tioned with emphasis.
reserved. The reading-room- s
Besides being
open on Sunday..
team manager, "Jake
a reliable
m.

proved a great
At present there are many books
missing from the library and the students who are responsible for taking
them out should see that they are
promptly returned. Books missing for
length of time are recorded as lost. Doubtless there are old
librarv books in many of the divisions
and it is requested that students in
augurate a thorough search for such
books and if any are found the Librarian would greatly appreciate their
Only the students suffer from
return.
this neglect which necessarily must be
a considerable

Butter Creams-- Nut
Cream

A
Caramels-Gl- ace

Fo

Hut Candies
SALTED

ev

Pecans and Pistachios.

Almonds,

NUTS

Authorized Agents for

th
lin

Mavis Chocolates
Mavis Chccolatss

Ml

Jchnstcns,
Reymers,
Cranes and
Appcllo Chocolates.
All

help to the new Ath-

letic Directors, Mr. Wiper, both in
scheduling games and in taking charge
He was admired
of the equipment.
and respected by the entire squad,
faithful to the coach, and, generally
speaking, a material asset to the Ken-

Rc

size boxes, '4 IB ., '2 IB . , I IB ., 2 tB ., 3 IB ., 5
Fresh shipments every week by express.

IB .

CANDYLAND
Surlas

&

Francis

Mount Vernon, Ohio

yon team.
The Iota chapter of Psi Upsilon gave
an Invitation Tea Dance, Friday afternoon, November 16 at the Owl's Nest.
The music was furnished by the

ANYWHERE

ANYTIME
CALL

725 FOR

BENNINGTON TAXICAB CO.

remedied.
SANITARY

DRY CLEANING

COMPANY

LAST MINUTE MOVIE NEWS

Jackie Coogan denies that he is the
father of Ben Turpin. Princeton

Waiting Room

rffls?ir7.1;re?afj

Tiger.

'dyers-

-

West High Street

1 1

H

Gu
Co

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
"Bill" Stewart, '21, and "Pete"
Wasser, ex '22, visited the Hill one day

iili:i:;i:ilnliii:iii:l". :i'l.
18 Public Square

last week.
iiliiliiliiliili:
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Furniture

Stoves

Z5?e
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THE BOOK and ART SHOP

:.iili:iiil!iliii

FINE STATIONERY

Rugs

BOOKS

:

:

PICTURES

:

ENGRAVING

:

GREETING CARDS

Co.

ds

I: I.

836-Re- d

1

38 South Main Street,

Mount Vernon, Ohio.

Makers of Happy Koreas
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
S. Main St.

3
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131-13-

Hoover-Rowlan-

Phone

l

I

l l

I

Commons Cigar Stand

I

GOOD EATS

Shirts

Dunhiil Pipes

Ties

at

Cigareits

Golf Hose

Tobacco
Candies

Half Hose

LONG'S RESTAURANT

Parker Pens

Slickers

Mount Vernon, Ohio
EVANS

Gale

&

EVANS

Bud

Prs

THE

KEN YON

ANNOUNCEMENT

THE KOKOSING LUNCH
AMD

10

The Collegian

GIFT SHOP

South Main Street
Mt. Yemen, Ohio

!

the following numbers of this publi- cation, certain definite information
regarding the Centeninal Celebra-- ;

!

Foreign and Domestic,

member of the family.

every

and

for each

to

Page Seven

f

announce that,

in

tion and notes concerning events
one hudred years ago will be printed
in these column.
The Centennial
Programme will apear in the next
issue.

Should any interested alumnus!
care to send in suitable material for
publication at any time, the staff
will be indeed grateful

CRHISTMAS GIFT

A

this?

opportunity

i

of GIFTS, both

showing

takes

I

I

A wonderful

Board

COLLEGIAN

I

That she will appreciate

Supremely

beauti-

ful boudoir lamps of delicate artistry and finest

workmanship.
j

A

!

of

:

remembrance which will bear the message
your kindly thoughts.

I

!
1

'

Knecht-Feene-

I

6

S. Main

Electric Co.

y

Mt. Vernon,

St.

I

"Make

Ohio

this an Electrical Xmas."

i

Also

the newest in Books and a beautiful
line of the ever necessary
MAS

:;.f(niiii!iiiii!i

CHRIST-

COACH

LOVE

CARDS.

GREETING

THE CHRISTMAS STORE
(Continued from Page 1)

For

battle against any of the bigger teams

Regular Meals and
Service

EAT

BUTTER-NU-

la Carte

A

BREAD

Try Our

French Pastries
BUTTER-NU-

BAKERY

T

West High Street
Mt.Vernon, Ohio
The Vinchester Store
&

KELLY-MITCHEL- L

G00DELL
No. 9

South Main Street

Mt.Vernon, Ohio
Guns and Ammunitions

Contractors' and Builders'
Hardware

A

Captain

Specialty

LUTHER BARRE
Prsents:
WILSON BROS. SHIRTS,

14

AND HOSIERY.

SOUTH MAIN STREET
MT. VERNON,

Word has been received that "Muff"
"23, started on a short visit to
Gambier, but being delayed at various
points en route postponed his trip until

Pennell,

Get Your Shine At The
NEW YORK SHOESKINE PARLOR

Best Shine in Mount Vernon
Next Door to Post Office
li!liilliliiliirii:ii:!liiliili!l':i:iliiini;ii::i:!i:iliii:iliii:iliil
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Stamms Good Clothes Shop
Let Stamm's Help You in Choosing
Dad's and Your Friend's Christmas
Gifts. We Have a Complete Stock For
Your Approval.
IC4 S. Main Street

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Ihi:

I I li

:l I, li
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HARRIS

I

li I'iliillil--

I

l

l: li
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& HAVORKA

are the AGENTS for the
F. M. WEIRICK

CLEANING AND PRESSING CO.

a later date.

Two day Service and Satisfaction Guaranteed
WHEN YOU WANT

"Say It With Flowers"

GOOD FOOTWEAR

From

AT FAIR PRICES THINK OF

SHARP'S FLOWER STORE

EVERLY'S
QUALITY STORE

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Iiiliililliiliil!iliiiliil!;i!iliil!;ii:it:i!.i!liili!i;!l;ii;ii!liilii

Baldwin-Wallac-

OHIO

Phone 895

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

e
on February
29th.
On March 5th the team will
play the last game of the season against jl:
Antioch at Yellow Springs.

against

THE MAN'S SHOP

UNDERWEAR

MILTON S. LEWIS

Stansfield,

T

and BOYS

Buy Useful Gifts of

in the league.

"Bud" Evans, Schmick,
Lewis and Corey have all
had previous experience and are making a creditable showing so far this
season. Furniss, Torrance, Rulophson,
HitchReid,
Pfleger,
Fronizer,
cock, Carey and others compose the
remainder of the squad and should
prove an asset to the team. With three
full teams working out every day it
will be possible to turn out a quintet
worthy of representing the college on
the basketball floor.
A barnstorming trip has been
planned for the Christmas holidays to
put the men in shape for the Conference games that start shortly afterwards. Some of the best independent
teams in the state will be played in an
effort to prepare the Purple combination for her hard Conference schedule.
The game with Ohio State University
the Saturday following the close of
Thanksgiving recess will open up the
season and from this time on the team
is scheduled to play foreign games un
til February 8th, when Miami comes
Gambier.
The
following
to
four
matches will be staged at home and the
last home game of the season will be

MEN

Also Trunks,

Hosiery.

Bags,

Suit Caaeg and

IMlllllllllIIUIIIlllIill!llllllllll!IIIII!IIMII!llillllllll!ll!IIIIIIIIII!lllll!lllllllllll!llillllnllilllllllllIIIIIII1llllll1lllllll
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JOHN ZUCCARO FRUIT COMPANY

Wholesale Fruit and Produce
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Cor. Gay and Ohio Ave.

Phone: Citz. 573

:'
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took the ball off tackle for a beautiful
thirty-fiv- e
yard run, the longest of the
RESERVE
attempted a drop kick,
Harris
game.
which fell short of the posts, and the
(Continued from First Page)
ball was surrendered to Reserve. Capt.
efforts
The
Davis attempted to punt out of danger
team."
ing a "one man
exhad
Love
and Hovorka blocked the kick, giving
and
Wiper
that Coaches
cumuthe ball to Kenyon on the one yard
the
season
throughuot
pended
Sal-vilated in a climax at the Reserve fray, line. Madden was substituted for
for
Harris
Tabor,
McLain for
and to those two men go showers of
Dailey.
for
Dickinson
Whipple and
praise.
atMulvey, after two unsuccessful
First Quarter
had
touchdown
the
rewho
over
tempts to put
Kenyon kicked to Reserve
turned the ball several yards. Reserve been tried, sneaked through the lett
found gaining difficult, and punted. side of the line for a marker, the only
Kenyon found Reserve's line a tower scoring of the game. Harris failed in

THE OLD FIGHT BEATS

n,

of defense and was forced to punt.
Reserve did likewise, but Dickson,
breaking through the line, blocked the
kick. Kenyon scored a first down, but
found ground gaining a hard job and
was forced to punt. Reserve attempted
a forward pass, Davis to Coss, which
netted several yards, but a fumble on
the part of Coss after receiving the
pass, being recovered by Somerville,

an attempt to kick goal.
Reserve received, returning the kick-of- f
to the forty yard line. Coss got a
long pass from Davis, and after dodging the Kenyon secondary defense, was
nailed by Somerville two yards from

Four successive atthe goal line.
tempts to cover two yards of ground
failed, and Kenyon came into possession of the ball on her own one yard
returned the ball to Kenyon. The teams line, just as the half whistle blew.
Kenvon 6; Reserve 0.
Score
continued their battle without apparent
success and the period ended with
neither team scoring and the ball in approximately the center of the field.
Score Kenyon 0; Reserve 0.
Second Quarter
Nank substituted for Crowl, Reserve
fullback who was injured on the last
play of the first quarter. Somerville

Third Quarter

Phone 541 Green for an
Appointment

S. Davis
Whipple
Wisenienski
H
R.
Somerville
Crowl
F. B
Dailey
for
McLain
Kenyon,
Substitutions:
for
Salvin;
for
Jones
Madden
Tabor;

Votaw; Dickinson for Whipple; Harris
for Daley; Edwards for Harris; WhipReserve, Nank for
ple for Edwards.
Crowl; Hudak for Wisenienski; Ren-d- y
for Salzman; Needs for Hudack;
Garber for Whitney.
Touchdown: Mulvey.
Sidelights on the Game

d.

Another attempt at passing five tacklers. Mulvey's run after in
Kenyon.
was grounded, and Kenyon came into tercepting a Reserve pass in the last
possession of the ball.
period, was good for a forty yard gain.
Score
Kenyon 6; Reserve 0.
Fourth Quarter
Kenyon

failed

)MMUlt

Take Air
U

s

Advice

and buy a

Remington
Portable

H. B

Reserve kicked to Kenyon who reExcept for one spurt of line bucking
turned the ball to her own twenty
yard line. Kenyon made first down in the third quarter Reserve depended
when Dickinson trotted fifteen yards on forward passes, while Kenyon, save
through tackle. The Reserve line held for two attempts at passes, attempted
and Kenyon punted to Reserve's twenty on a tricky cross buck for gains. Dick
yard line. Two attempts to break inson and Somerville featured n these.
through the Purple line failed and
Reserve scored the most first downs,
Somerville seventeen to Kenyon's seven, but these
Davis punted to
fumbled, but McLain recovered. Som- were mainly in her own territory.
erville gained three yards. Dickinson,
Only twice did they prove dangerous,
Somerville, Mulvey and Whipple alter- once when held for downs at the end
nated in scoring two first downs, while of the first half, and the second time
the Kenyon student body were enthus- when they were working their passes
iastically
cheering this unexpected at the close of the game.
spurt. Mulvey 's pass was intercepted,
On two occasions Kenyon barely
and Reserve marched down the field missed drop kicks for field goals.
for two first downs. The Kenyon line
Somerville led the day in the long
held and they resorted to a passing run column with a thirty-fiv- e
yard
Davis's pass was blocked by dash off tackle in which he shook off
game.
mid-fiel-

Portraits
by
Photography

grounded, giving Kenyon the ball on
Several
her own twenty yard line.
small gains resulted on line plunges,
and the game ended with Kenyon in
possession of the ball on her own
yard line.
twenty-thre- e
Final score, Kenyon 6; Reserve 0.
Line up and summary
Reserve (0)
Kenyon (6)
Whitney
E
L.
Rybak
Moss
L. T
Dickson
Salzman
L. G
Hovorka
C
J. Davis
McCarthy
Bone
R. G
Tabor
Whttlinger
R. T
Salvin
Coss
Votaw (capt)....R. E
Davis
(capt)H.
Q. B
Mulvey

The leading portable
in sales
and popularity. Stand-

typewriter

ard Keyboard. Case
only four inchep high.

THE

W00LS0N CO.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Roy J. Duer, Bexley
Kenyon Representative

H. C. Stoyle

Hot and
Cold
Lunches

Billiard Parlor in Rear

Mr. Jack Chenevert, Toledo, was on
the Hill November third and fourth.

to make the neces
A. G. SG0TT
sary ten yards, and punted. Reserve's
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Morton, Mt. Ver DftY GOODS
GROCERIES
passes were incomplete, and a punt
Alt. Vernon, Ohio
put the ball on the twenty yard mark. non, were in Gambier for the informa
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
,
jr
Kenyon, after three attempts at the Senior dance, November 10.
GAMBIER, OHIO
ine, failed to score a first down and
punted. Reserve returned the punt.
iiimiuiiiikiuiiiiiiiiii"11!
Whipple took the ball for a small gain,
but other attempts were failures. KenViCTROLAS AND RECORDS
yon punted out of bounds on the forty
yard line. Reserve opened up on forfor
ward passes, the first of which was in
Home Made Candies and tercepted by Mulvey for a forty yard
gain. Kenyon scored first down, then
Ice Cream
flo. 103 Scuth Main
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
punted. Reserve fumbled but recovNo. 2 South Main St.
ered, then tried a pass which was incomplete. A pass to Coss netted thirty
Mt .Vernon, Ohio
yards.
Another netted five. Kenyon
BRUNSWICKS and RECORDS
was penalized for interfering with a
Since 1899
Fine Clothing, Haberdashery & Shoes man attempting to catch a pass, placing the ball on her own fifteen yard
for the College Men
New Records for both received Every Friday.
line. Reserve was desperately endeavCO.
oring to score, and tried a pass over
Ithaca, N. YAkron, Ohio
the goal line which was fortunately
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiii

TIMEY'S STUDIO

t..

Paradise

Confectionery

Mardis' Music Store
Street.

WELLS-SHANNO-

N

-

1

1

1

f

n

